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This thesis consists of two main chapters: the first is a comparative analysis of Modest Mussorgsky's 
original orchestration of the opening scene in the prologue from his opera "Boris Godunov", and an 
orchestration by Dimitri Shostakovich of the same material. In the second chapter, I present my own 
compositions, “Youth Overture", and Viola concerto № 2, discussing the main elements of my style.
The comparative analysis was a significant help in improving my orchestration skills, which is an 
important aspect as I begin to develop my own musical language. It was very educational and 
fascinating to see how the different orchestrations of the same music could give such contrasting 
results.  Shostakovich achieves highly effective crescendos and diminuendos by strategically adding or 
removing instruments, skilfully uses a larger palette of instrumental colours, especially percussion 




Ce mémoire comporte deux chapitres principaux: le premier est une analyse comparative entre 
l'orchestration originale de Moussorgski et celle de Chostakovitch de la première scène du prologue de 
l'opéra Boris Godunov. Le second est une présentation de certaines de mes compositions, 
soit Ouverture "de Jeunesse" et Concerto pour Alto № 2, où je discute des éléments principaux de mon 
style.
L'analyse comparative a été d'une aide significative pour améliorer mes compétences en orchestration, 
lesquelles sont fondamentales considérant que je commence à développer mon propre langage musical. 
Ce fut à la fois pédagogique et fascinant de découvrir comment ces différentes orchestrations d'une 
même musique donnent des résultats aussi contrastant. Chostakovitch arriva a une écriture pleinement 
efficace des crescendi et dimiuendi  en ajoutant ou retirant des instruments de manière stratégique, il 
utilisa habilement une large palette de couleurs instrumentales, particulièrement aux percussions, et il 
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For many years I composed by instinct. I started to hear music in my head when I was a child, though I 
was never really sure if it was my own music, or if it was some melody I had heard before on the radio. 
I just listened to the music in my head, until one day it become clear that it was indeed my own music. 
At first, I didn’t know what to do with it. I tried to write it down on paper, but then I realized that I 
simply didn’t know how to orchestrate it, how to resolve harmonies properly, how to make the most 
efficient voicing. Composing is a combination of craft and the ability to put sounds in order, so that 
they become a melody or a pattern with which we can express ourselves. It is a craft which includes 
knowledge of such aspects as harmony, orchestration, and counterpoint; fugue also plays an extremely 
important role in composition. As I mentioned before, for many years I composed by instinct, learning 
from the scores of great composers, until one day it become very clear to me that I needed a proper 
composer's education. I was very happy to be given a chance to study with a great composer and 
theoretician, Alan Belkin.
While studying for my PhD in orchestra conducting at UdeM (2002-05) I discovered, in a completely 
different dimension, music and historical aspects of the life of Dmitry Shostakovich. As my music 
education was during the Soviet regime in Russia, I ended up learning lots of pro-communist 
information about Shostakovich. Unfortunately, most of it simply wasn’t true. Only in Canada, at 
UdeM, through numerous international publications and books about Shostakovich (to which we 
simply didn’t have access in Soviet Russia) I did discover the true identity of the great Russian 
composer and master of orchestration. I did not just discover it, his music become almost an obsession, 
his scores were my most inspirational sources of orchestration. That is why, when professor Belkin 
proposed that I compare Shostakovich's orchestration of Mussorgsky's opera “Boris Godunov” with the 
original, author’s orchestration, I responded with great enthusiasm.
The story of the creation of “Boris Godunov”, which is probably one of the most famous Russian 
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operas, is fascinating. The first version of the opera was composed between October 1868 and July 
1869, with the orchestration completed by December of the same year. Mussorgsky revised the score 
several times, but the Directorate of the Imperial Theatres rejected both his first and second revisions, 
passing only certain fragments of the work for performance. It was only Rimsky-Korsakov’s 
“smoothed down” version which enabled Boris Godunov to become a repertory work — but the whole 
of the opera’s following performance history is the story of new editions and changing accents in the 
staging. Rimsky-Korsakov clearly viewed Boris Godunov as being non-performable in its original 
state, despite the fact that the opera had already been performed 22 times from Mussorgsky's own 
score. After Mussorgsky's death in 1881, and long after Boris Godunov had been a success at the 
Mavrinsky Theater, Rimsky-Korsakov undertook a general review of the quality of Mussorgsky's work 
in regard to its orchestration and even changed the order of several scenes. In 1906 he returned to 
"Boris Godunov" at the request of Serge Diaghilev, he restored some of the cuts, but elected to actually 
write some new music himself! This became the version the whole world came to know, and was the 
performance standard even in Russia until the 1970s, but it was very different from Mussorgsky's 
original conception.
In 1940 Shostakovich undertook his own version of Boris with a commission from the Bolshoi Theater. 
Shostakovich maintains the clarity of Rimsky-Korsakov, but at the same times he keeps the heavy 
feeling from the original orchestration. While Mussorgsky feels heavy and dark and Rimsky-Korsakov 
feels bright and optimistic, Shostakovich's version returns to the darkness of the Mussorgsky version, 
but with a larger orchestral palette, more vivid contrasts and a much larger percussion section.
To Shostakovich,  Mussorgsky was successful with solo instrumental timbres in soft passages but did 
not fare as well with louder moments for the whole orchestra. Shostakovich explained:
 "Mussorgsky has marvellously orchestrated moments, but I see no sin in my work. I didn't touch the 
successful parts, but there are many unsuccessful parts because he lacked mastery of the craft, which 
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comes only through time spent on your backside, no other way."1
Shostakovich confined himself largely to re-orchestrating the opera, and was more respectful of the 
composer's unique melodic and harmonic style. However, Shostakovich greatly increased the 
contributions of the woodwind and especially brass instruments to the score, a significant departure 
from the practice of Mussorgsky, who exercised great restraint in his instrumentation, preferring to 
utilize the individual qualities of these instruments for specific purposes. Shostakovich also aimed for a 
greater symphonic development, wanting the orchestra to do more than simply accompany the singers. 
"This is how I worked. I placed Mussorgsky's piano arrangement in front of me and then two scores—
Mussorgsky's and Rimsky-Korsakov's. I didn't look at the scores, and I rarely looked at the piano 
arrangement either. I orchestrated by memory, act by act. Then I compared my orchestration with those 
of Mussorgsky and Rimsky-Korsakov. If I saw that either had done it better, then I stayed with that. I 
didn't reinvent bicycles. I worked honestly, with ferocity, I might say." —Dmitry Shostakovich2
Shostakovich remembered Alexander Glazunov telling him how Mussorgsky himself played scenes 
from Boris at the piano. Mussorgsky's renditions, according to Glazunov, were brilliant and powerful—
qualities Shostakovich felt did not come through in much of the orchestration of Boris. Shostakovich, 
who had known the opera since his student days at the Saint Petersburg Conservatory, assumed that 
Mussorgsky's orchestral intentions were correct but that Mussorgsky simply could not realize them:
"As far as I can tell, he imagined something like a singing line around the vocal parts, the way sub-
voices surround the main melodic line in Russian folk song. But Mussorgsky lacked the technique for 
that. What a shame! Obviously, he had a purely orchestral imagination, and purely orchestral imagery, 
as well. The music strives for "new shores," as they say—musical dramaturgy, musical dynamics, 
language, imagery. But his orchestral technique drags us back to the old shores.".3
1.Solomon Volkov,Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich, (Limelight Editions; 1 edition 2004), 7th chapter
2.Solomon Volkov,Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich, (Limelight Editions; 1 edition 2004), 7th chapter
3.Solomon Volkov,Testimony: The Memoirs of Dmitri Shostakovich, (Limelight Editions; 1 edition 2004), 7th chapter
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I found it a very interesting and educative idea to make a comparative analysis of Mussorgsky's and 
Shostakovich’s orchestrations. I believe it will be useful for young composers in order to enrich their 
orchestration skills.
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Chapter I
Comparative Analysis of the first scene of Prologue of Mussorgsky's "Boris 
Godunov" in orchestrations by  Mussorgsky and Shostakovich.
Shostakovich (SH) Mussorgsky (MS)
Measures 1-4:
2 bassoons in unison, starting from pianissimo, then 
making a crescendo in the first measure and a 
diminuendo in the second measure. (SH’s dynamics 
work better with the ambiance and character of the 
beginning, and also make a better contrast with the 
following  forte in number 2)
Measures 1-4:
2 bassoons in unison. Forte dynamic.
Number 2
The melody is played by violas, cellos, basses, 
bassoons, contra bassoon, and bass clarinet, and the 
counterpoint is played by I, II violins starting on the 
up-beat to number 2;  harmony pedals by 4 horns, 
oboes and clarinets. One measure before number 3 are 
added trombones and timpani roll. (SH’s is better 
orchestrated forte by adding extra instruments, 
fortifying melody, harmony pedals, and culmination 
point, achieving a better dramatic effect which  suits 
the character of the music. In addition, more effective 
bowings for the string section have been added.)
Number 2
The melody is played suddenly in forte played by 
basses, cellos and bassoons and the counterpoint is 
played by I, II violins. (Very nice sudden effect 
entering on the 3rd beat, marking dramatic character). 
Pedals by 2 horns and clarinets.
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Number 3
II violins, violas, divisi cellos and 2 bassoons play 
staccato material, then added I violins and basses in 2 
measure. The melody is played by 4 horns in unison 
and all woodwinds, then with added 3 trombones, tuba 
and timpani in culmination. (More contrasting dramatic 
orchestration. Well orchestrated dynamics, by adding 
and removing instruments.)
Number 3
All strings play the same staccato material in octaves.
The flutes, clarinets and 2 horns play the melody, and 
bassoons and oboes  are added at the culmination 
point.
Number 4
The strings play in octaves with improved bowing 
marks; trrombones, trumpets, tuba and low woodwinds, 
timpani rolls. (Doubling bass line by low woodwinds, 
adding brass instruments in the low register and 
timpani rolls creates a more dramatic and heavy effect, 
which better suits  the scene on stage.)
     
Number 4
The strings are in octaves with 2 French horns;   the 3rd 
horn is added at the culmination.
Number 5
The first two measures are identical;  the tenor voice enters 
accompanied by violins which continue the rhythmic 
pattern. 3rd  measure entrance of cellos and basses. (SH 
keeps the entrance of the winds for later, to obtain more 
contrast at sforzandos). 5th  measure cellos and violas in 
unison. Four horns, bassoons, and contrabassoon are added 
Number 5
Tenor voice enters accompanied by violins which 
continue rhythmic pattern. 3rd  measure entrance of 
clarinet and violas. 5th  measure cellos and bassoons in 
unison. 6th  measure trumpets, flutes and oboes to 
increase sforzando effect. Eleventh measure bassoons, 
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to measures 7 to 10 to increase the sforzando effect (well 
orchestrated sforzandos). 11th  measure, cellos and basses in 
pizzicato double voice. Diminuendo is also added (better 
balanced orchestration, not covering voice. Diminuendo 
helps to have even more sudden effect of coming 
fortissimo). Measures13-14: measures added II violins and 
violas with remaining horns and bassoons.
clarinet, and low strings in pizzicato double  voice. 13th  
measure again flutes, oboes and clarinet and strings on 
sforzando. 14th  measure strings pizzicato with added 
double bass.  (The last 2 measures have great contrasts 
between winds and string pizzicato only.)
Number 6
The entrance of choir (altos) accompanied by strings. 
Oboes and english horn double altos. 3rd  measure 
entrance of second violins (SH puts more emphasis at 
the end of the measure, to mark words “Our Father”).
5th measure - entrance of choir (bass) in octaves.
Clarinets, bassoons and double basses.
(In this character, the choir sounds better when it has 
been doubled by woodwind instruments. Also, it gives 
a slight folk colour, which is appropriate to this scene.)
Number 6
Entrance of choir (altos) accompanied by Strings. 5th
 measure - entrance of choir (tenor) in octaves.
Number 7
The entrance of tutti choir, melody doubled by strings. 
(The reverse of MS's version, tutti strings enriches 
choir sound, makes it more powerful.) 3rd  measure, 
contrasting material altos and basses doubled by 
woodwinds (again, reverse to MS's version).  Measures 
Number 7
The entrance of tutti choir, melody doubled by horns 
and oboes. 3rd measure as contrasting material altos and 
basses doubled by Strings in octave. Measures 5-6 are 
the same as before. The 7th  measure: choir, strings, 4 
horns, bassoons, 11th measure added clarinet to mark 
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5-6 same as before. 7th measure choir doubled by 




Fortissimo. Woodwinds, 4 horns and bass trombone 
with tuba, timpani roll (orchestration has darker and 
more dramatic feeling). Strings have legatos by 2 eight 
notes, (which imitates crying effect, fits in better with 
the character.)
Number 8
Fortissimo. Woodwinds, 4 horns, trumpets and 
trombone. Oboes enters in the 4th measure. Strings 
have detaché  with accents on each note.
Number 9
Measures 1-2: sopranos and altos, measures 3-4 Tenors 
and Basses, strings in octaves, timpani roll, 
woodwinds, 2 horns, bass trombone. (SH continued 
forte dynamic which works better with Soprano range 
and character of music (MS has piano). SH saves bass 
trombone for Number 10)
Number 9
Measures 1-2: sopranos and altos, measures 3-4: 
Tenors and basses, strings in octaves, timpani roll, 
woodwinds, 2 horns, tuba. (Number 9 starts in piano 
dynamic and builds up towards culmination point at 
number 10.)
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Number 10
Fortissimo, entire tutti. Then graduate diminuendo (SH 
used every available instrument to mark Fortissimo, 
then follows well orchestrated diminuendo with 
graduate withdraw of instruments.)
Number 10
Fortissimo, tutti without bassoons and timpani 
(probably should be used all instruments).
Measures 3-4:  strings with oboes, clarinets and 
bassoons. Measures 5-6: clarinets, I violins, cellos and 
basses (orchestrated diminuendo but with very sudden 
withdraw of instruments).
Number 11
Measures 1-2, I, II violins play rhythmical pattern. 
Clarinets, oboes and flutes pedals (withdrawn one by 
one to make diminuendo).
Measures 3-4: pizzicato cellos and basses. The entrance 
of Choir (Bass). Measures 5-6: entrance solo bass, 
cellos and bass arco (more balanced orchestration). 7th
 measure: all strings (except bass) play rhythmical 
pattern. Two clarinets and 2 bassoons accompanied 
choir (Bass). 8th  measure: entrance oboes, strings and 
soprano solo with sforzando. (Entrance of strings 
(except bass) emphasize sforzando).
Number 11
Measures 1-2, I, II violins play rhythmical pattern.
Measures 3-4: pizzicato cellos and basses. Bassoons, 
the entrance of Choir (Bass). Measures 5-6: entrance of 
solo bass, clarinet and viola pedal. 7th  measure: violas 
play rhythmical pattern. Two clarinets and 2 bassoons 
accompanied choir (Bass). 8th  measure: entrance oboes 
and soprano solo with sforzando.
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Number 12
Measures 1-3: strings play rhythmical pattern. The 
entrance of Soprano accompanied by bassoons, 
clarinets and oboes. (II violins and cellos enter at the 
same time with woodwinds to emphasize sforzando). 
4th  measure: flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons, 
cellos play rhythmical pattern. Measures 5-6: strings 
double melody of alto solo, 2 horns continue the 
rhythmical pattern. Measures 7-8: solo Soprano 
accompanied by entire woodwinds section (except 
contrabassoon), II violins play the rhythmical pattern.
Number 12
Measures 1-3: I, II violins play rhythmical pattern. The 
entrance of Soprano accompanied by bassoons and 
oboes. Measures 4-6: all woodwinds. 5th  Measure: solo 
alto. Measures 7-8: solo Soprano accompanied by 
clarinets, bassoons, 2 horns and 2 trombones.
Number 13
1st  measure: solo tenor, I and II violins, violas and 
cellos play rhythmical pattern. 3rd  beat, entrance of 
woodwinds and horns, strings play passage (MS only 
cellos and bassoons, SH's version involves much more 
instruments from one side. Better orchestrated forte but 
could cover solo tenor voice). 2nd measure:  4 Horns 
pedal, strings play rhythmical pattern and doubling 
melody of choir (alto). (SH reinforcing forte of choir 
by strings with accents, which sounds more present, 
while MS doubling with pizzicato). 3rd  measure: 
sforzando on the second beat by the choir (bass) 
Number 13
1st  measure: solo tenor, I and II violins continue 
rhythmical pattern.
Two horns playing pedal. Oboes and clarinets enter on 
3rd beat, fortissimo together with passage bassoons and 
cellos. 2nd measure: violas play rhythmical pattern. 
Pizzicato of violins and cellos doubling melody of 
choir (Alto), sforzando by bassoons and clarinets on 3rd 
beat. 3rd  measure: sforzando on second beat choir 
(bass) accompanied by strings with clarinets and 
bassoons, then passage by bassoons doubled by low 
strings. 4th  measure: rhythmical pattern by strings, 
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accompanied by strings only, then passage by 
woodwinds. (SH makes more contrasts by switching 
strings and woodwinds).
4th  measure: rhythmical pattern by second violins and 
violas, choir (soprano). Third beat passage by flutes 
and clarinets on forte. (Here, SH withdraws some 
instruments to prepare contrasting fortissimo at next 
measure.)
5th  measure: 4 horns and Strings fortissimo pizzicato 
with diminuendo and entire woodwind group on 3rd 
beat fortissimo. Solo bass on 4th beat (more detailed 
and contrasting orchestration by SH.)
choir (soprano), clarinets pedal. 3rd  beat passage by 
flutes and oboes on fortissimo with bassoons 
sforzando.
5th  measure: strings play rhythmical pattern on 
fortissimo. Trumpets and trombones enter on 3rd beat 
with sforzando. Solo bass on 4th beat.
Number 14
Measures 1-4:  Bass solo. Then Choir accompanied by 
strings (doubled melody) and by woodwinds 
(counterpoint). (Instead of doubling choir by 
woodwinds, SH introduced different material, which 
makes it more fresh.)
5th  measure: choir (tenor and bass) and raising 
passages by strings and woodwinds added one by one 
(well orchestrated crescendo).
6th  measure: Bass clarinet, 3 bassoons, 3 trombones 
and tuba and timpani roll on fortissimo. (SH created a 
much more powerful fortissimo sound). 
Number 14
First measure:  Bass solo. Choir accompanied by 
strings (rhythmical pattern) and doubled by woodwinds 
(melody). Brass pedals.
Measures 3-4: same as before, only trumpets pedal.
4th  measure: same as before plus 2 trombones and 4 
horns on crescendo.
5th  measure: choir (tenor and bass) and raising 
passages by strings (triple forte)
6th  measure: trombones and tuba forte, sforzando
7th  measure: string passages again interrupted by 
trombones and tuba.  
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7th measure: this time only strings raising passages 
again interrupted by trombones and tuba (contrasting 
orchestration compared to measure 5).
Number 15
Measures 1-4: triple forte of strings in octaves (with 
very clear bowing marks). 3rd  measure, low 
woodwinds, 4 horns in unison on low register, tuba 
doubling low strings, trombone and trumpet, timpani 
roll (SH creates very powerful fortissimo with very 
dark sound).
Measures 5-6: I and II violins play rhythmical pattern. 
Entrance of cello, solo (bass), then 4 horns.
8th  measure: all woodwinds forte, solo bass.
Number 15
Measures 1-4: trombones and tuba, strings in octaves 
forte with sforzandos
Measures 5-7: I and II violins play rhythmical pattern. 
Entrance of clarinets, solo (bass), then horn.
8th  measure: tutti forte (except trombones and tuba)
Number 16
1st  measure:
sforzandos by 4 horns and all woodwinds (better 
orchestrated using entire woodwind section in order to 
emphasize accents)
Solo bass together with strings (SH used triple stops to 
emphasize accents)
2nd  measure: sforzando on 1st beat, strings and all 
woodwinds. II  violins and violas continue rhythmical 
Number 16
1st  measure:
sforzandos by 4 horns, oboes and clarinets. Solo bass 
together with strings.
2nd  measure: sforzando on 1st beat, strings and all 
woodwinds. Violins   continue rhythmical pattern until 
5th measure of number 17.
Measures 3-4: violas, clarinets and bassoons doubles 
solo bass. Flutes and oboes play counterpoint in 
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pattern. (SH withdraws 1 violins, to make diminuendo).
Measures 3-4: strings, oboes and bassoons doubles solo 
bass.
Measures 5-7: entrance of horns on forte followed by 
trumpets, playing rhythmical pattern. Woodwinds 
doubled by strings tutti (SH used triple stops to 
emphasize fortissimo chords)
octaves, pizzicato by cellos and bass.
Measures 5-7: entrance of trumpets, trombones and 
tuba on forte. Woodwinds doubled by cellos and 
basses.
Number 17
Measures 1-2: Entrance of choir soprano, strings 
playing pizzicato and doubling choir. Trumpets 
continue rhythmical pattern.
Measures 3-4: entrance of choir tenor, bassoons and 
oboes double choir.
Measures 5-6: violas play rhythmical pattern, 4 horns 
in octaves doubles sopranos and basses. Harmonic 
pedals by woodwinds and low strings in measure 6.
7th  measure: all strings play rhythmical pattern. Solo 
bass enters on 3rd beat together with pedal of 
woodwinds
8th  measure: descending passage by strings. Four horns 
enter on 1st beat (better balance, not covering solo 
bass).
9th  measure: oboes and English horn (better matching 
sound) double choir tenor.
Number 17
Measures 1-2: Entrance of choir soprano, woodwinds 
doubling choir. I and II violins continue rhythmical 
pattern during 4 measures.
Measures 3-4: entrance of choir tenor, low strings 
doubling choir, pedals by clarinets in octaves.
Measures 5-6: violas play rhythmical pattern, second 
violins and clarinets double  sopranos and basses. 
Pedal by flutes, oboes, and low strings.
7th  measure: all strings play rhythmical pattern. Solo 
bass enters on 3rd beat together with pedal of 
woodwinds
8th  measure: descending passage by strings in octaves 
doubled by woodwinds. Two horns enter on 3rd beat.
9th  measure: flutes, clarinets, and bassoons double 
choir tenor.
10th  measure: strings play sforzando to emphasize solo 
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10th  measure: strings play sforzando together with 
timpani to emphasize solo bass's replica. Low strings 
pizzicato on piano on 3rd beat.
(SH have better contrasts, using different instruments 
achieves same goals without unnecessary doubling.)
bass's replica. Oboes, clarinets and bassoons enter on 
3rd beat.
Number 18
Everything is the same as MS except SH added from 
4th measure entire woodwind section (except flutes) to 
double choir and timpani with bass clarinet to 
emphasize rhythmical pattern. (Doubling melody of 
choir gives a much better balance in orchestration. 
Doubling the rhythmical material by timpani gives 
more dramatic effect which suited character of music at 
this scene.)
Number 18
Measures 1-11: strings play rhythmical pattern on 
forte.
Measures 4-11: entrance of tutti choir accompanied by 
pedals of 2 horns, trombones and tuba.
6th  measure: oboes, clarinets and bassoons doubles one 
phrase of choir.
Number 19
Strings and timpani continue rhythmical pattern, 
brasses doubling tutti of choir, from 3rd measure 1st and 
3rd horns play counterpoint, 7-8th measure added all 
woodwinds on crescendo, strings play detaché. (SH 
saves woodwinds to make crescendo that leads to 
culmination point, also changed articulation of strings 
at 8th measure to detaché to make more intensive sound 
in crescendo.)
Number 19
Orchestra and choir tutti. Woodwinds doubling choir, 
strings continue rhythmical pattern.
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Number 20
Triple forte culmination point, tutti orchestra (SH use 
entire force of the orchestra, timpani roll, also puts 1st 
violins in high register, 4 horns in unison, making 
massive Mahlerian sound) and choir.
Number 20
Fortissimo culmination point, tutti orchestra (without 
timpani and trumpets!) and choir.
Number 21
Measures 1-4: II violins and cellos continue rhythmical 
pattern (SH saves string's tutti for later), woodwinds, 4 
horns and timpani roll.  5-8th measures: added II violins 
and violas, snare drum and flutes. (well orchestrated 
gradual crescendo, SH saves 1st trumpet, 1st trombone 
and piccolo flute for later biggest culmination point 
and Number 22.)
Number 21
Strings continue rhythmical pattern, timpani roll, 
woodwinds doubling sopranos and altos. Pedal by 2 
horns and trumpet.
Number 22
Measures 1-4: entire tutti, (SH tutti in general is a 
much larger orchestra, which makes a much bigger 
sound) strings and woodwinds doubling choir (very 
powerful effect of large part of the orchestra playing in 
same motive in octaves) brass play harmonic pedals. 
Timpani, snare drum  and suspended cymbal rolls (very 
effective use of percussion).
Measures 5-6: trombones and trumpets with accents 
Number 22
Measures 1-4: entire tutti, strings play triplets (new 
rhythmical pattern) woodwinds doubling choir, brass 
play harmonic pedals. Timpani roll. Measures 5-6: 
woodwinds and strings play descending passage, brass 
pedal on diminuendo.
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doubling strings on descending passage, supported by 
snare drum. (SH has lots of contrasts in orchestration.)
Number 23
Measures 1-3: 2 bassoons doubling strings (SH 
gradually changing register, from mid register to low 
with basses and cellos, instruments withdrawn 
gradually to properly orchestrate diminuendo) 4 horns, 
and trumpet play harmonic pedal. Entrance of solo bass 
in 2nd  measure.
4th  measure: solo bass.
5th  measure:  Four horns sforzando (matching sound)
Number 23
Measures 1-3: 2 bassoons doubling double basses, 4 
horns play harmonic pedal. Entrance of solo bass in 2nd  
measure. 4th measure: solo bass. 
5th  measure: 2 bassoons and 2 horn sforzando.
Number 24
1st  measure: contrabassoon on bassoon.
Measures 2-7: entrance of clarinets and bass clarinet
Measures 6-8: entrance solo baritone.
8th  measure: entrance of oboe and English horn on 
forte.
(here SH using only winds on low register, making nice 
contrast in orchestration)
Number 24
1st  measure: double-basses and cellos on piano.
Measures 2-3: entrance of violas, bassoons with 
sforzando and clarinet.
Measures 4-5: entrance of first violins.
Measures 6-7: horn and solo baritone.
8th  measure: 2 horns, 2 trumpets and 2 clarinets with 
sforzando.
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Number 25
Measures 1-12: solo baritone accompanied by string 
section, horn entering every second measure.
Measures 10 and 12: woodwinds and trumpets entering 
on 3rd beat.
(SH makes better contrast in orchestration using entire 
string section with horn entering every second 
measure, after introducing woodwinds only in number 
24.)
Number 25
Measures 1-12: solo baritone
Measures 1-8: clarinets, 2 horns, trombones and tuba 
pedals. Trumpets and violins and violas entering every 
second measure.
Measures 9-12: Low strings and woodwinds, 
fortissimo with crescendos. Two horns enter on 3rd 
beat, trumpets and violins continue same pattern.
Number 26
Measures 1-13: solo baritone continue, timpanis roll, 
pedal by cellos and double basses.
Measures 2-4: woodwinds, trumpet enters in 4th 
measure.
5th  measure: sforzando by bassoons, horns and upper 
strings.
Measures 6-13: woodwinds
(Again, SH proposes more contrasting orchestration, 
baritone accompanied by woodwinds with pedal by 
low strings.)
Number 26
Measures 1-13: solo baritone continue, timpanis roll
Measures 2-4: woodwinds and violins on piano. 
Trombone and bassoon pedal. Trumpet enters in 4th 
measure.
5th  measure: sforzando by orchestra tutti (except 2 
horns).
Measures 6-13: first violins, violas, flutes, bassoons, 
French horns, pedals by 3rd horn, clarinet and double 
bass.
10-13th measures: entrance of oboes.
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Number 27
Measures 1-8: baritone solo, accompanied by strings
Measures 2-4: timpani and bass pizzicato and harp on 
4th beat.
Measures 6-7: ascending passage by harp leading to 8th 
measure with entrance of first violins in high register.
(SH continue contrasting orchestration, now baritone 
accompanied by strings with appearance of timpani and 
harp)
Number 27     
Measures 1-8: baritone solo, pedals by clarinets
Measures 1-4: counterpoint by violas.
Measures 2-4: timpani and bass pizzicato on 4th bit.
Measures 6-7: timpani roll, strings, 2 horns, bassoons
8th  measure: flutes, oboes, clarinets.
Number 28
First measure: first violins pedal
Measures 2-8: sopranos and altos doubled by string 
section. Repetitive pedals by harp in high register.
Measures 4-8: tenors
Measures 7 and 8: entrance of clarinets and flutes.
(In this number, I found both SH's and MS's 
orchestrations are interesting and well done.)
Number 28
Measures 1-8: tremolo first violins
Measures 2-8: sopranos and altos doubled by 
woodwinds
Measures 4-8: tenors
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Number 29
Measures 1-9: basses accompanied by strings. Clarinets 
and bass clarinet doubled double bass line.
5th  measure: entrance of tenors, accompanied by violas 
and cellos.
Measures 6 and 8: sforzandos by flutes, oboes, 
clarinets, and harp.
Ninth measure: sforzandos chord with crescendo by 
oboes, 3 clarinets, 3 bassoons, 4 horns, and harp 
reinforced by pizzicato strings.
(SH's orchestration is richer in colours, better 
orchestrated crescendo in measure 9.)
Number 29
Measures 1-8: basses accompanied by strings.
Measures 3-4: pedals by horns.
5th  measure: entrance of tenors doubled by clarinets 
and bassoons.
Ninth measure: sforzando chord with crescendo by 
oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, trumpets, and 
trombone.
Number 30
Fortissimo, tutti choir accompanied by tutti brass, 
Bassoons and contrabassoon, tutti strings on pizzicato, 
harp, timpani. Entire woodwinds added in 6th measure 
on 3rd beat.
(Brighter and richer orchestrated culmination by SH.)
Number 30.
Fortissimo, tutti choir accompanied by tutti winds and 
violins. Low string added on 6th measure on 3rd beat.
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Number 31
Tutti choir accompanied by strings, timpani rolls, and 
harmonic pedals by trumpets, horns, and tuba.
2nd measure: on 3rd beat entrance of flutes, oboes, 
clarinets and bassoons and double basses
Measures 5-7:  tutti choir accompanied by tutti 
woodwinds and horns.
(SH adds 3 horns at 5-7th measures to keep it sounding 
powerful.
In this number I found both SH's and MS's 
orchestrations are interesting and well done)
Number 31
Tutti choir accompanied by harmonic pedals by 
trumpets, trombones, tuba, bassoons, and clarinets.
2nd measure: on 3rd beat entrance of flutes, oboes, horns 
and strings
Measures 5-7:  tutti choir accompanied by tutti 
woodwinds.
Number 32
Measures 1-4: tenors accompanied by low strings and 
pedals by clarinet, bass clarinet and bassoon.
Measures 5-8: tutti choir accompanied by strings, bass 
clarinets and bassoons.
9th measure: sforzando
woodwinds, 3 horns, harp, and pizzicato strings.
(SH has contrasts, 9th measure richer orchestration)
Number 32
Measures 1-4: tenors accompanied by low strings and 
pedals by clarinet and horn.
Measures 5-8: tutti choir accompanied by all strings, 
clarinets, bassoons and horn pedal.
9th measure: sforzando
woodwinds, 2 horns, viola, and cello
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Number 33
Measures 1-4: choir tutti accompanied by strings.
5th  measure: clarinet and bassoon, timpani roll and 
harp, cello and bass.
6th  measure: entrance of choir: sopranos, altos and 
tenors.
8th  measure: entrance of bass clarinet
(In this number, I found both SH's and MS's 
orchestrations are interesting and well done.)
Number 33
Measures 1-4: choir tutti accompanied by woodwinds, 
2 horns, and strings.
5th  measure: woodwinds, timpani roll, cello, and bass
6th  measure: entrance of choir: sopranos, altos, and 
tenors.
8th  measure: violins and violas
Number 34
Measures 1-4:  basses accompanied by cellos, double 
basses, clarinets, bass clarinet, harp and timpani.
Measures 4-5: double bass pizzicato, horns and 
bassoons, timpani and harp.
Measures 6-8: bass clarinet solo, harp and cellos
Measures 9-10: timpani, harp, cellos, and pizzicato 
double basses.
(in this number use of bass clarinet and harp gives to 
SH's orchestration more colours)
Number 34
Measures 1-4: basses accompanied by strings, 
clarinets, bassoons and timpani.
3rd  measure: entrance of 2 french horns.
Measures 5-6: clarinets, bassoons, french horns, 
timpani.
Measures 5-10: bassoons, french horns.
9th measure: clarinet, timpani, viola.
Number 35
1st  measure: double bass
Measures 2-6: tremolo by violas.
Measures 4-6: II violins and cellos.
Number 35
1st  measure: double bass
Measures 2-6: tremolo by violas.
Measures 4-6: II violins and cellos.
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Measures 5-6: tremolo double basses
(SH adds double bass tremolo at 5th measure to support 
crescendo)
Number 36
Measures 1-3: tenors accompanied by viola tremolos 
and violins.
4th  measure: entrance of solo bass. Forte by violins, 
violas and cellos.
5th  measure: tenors accompanied by oboes and 
bassoons. (SH uses better instrument combination)
Measures 6 and 7: entrance on 3rd beat of strings on 
crescendo.
7th  measure: entrance of horns.
(In this number, I found both SH's and MS's 
orchestrations are interesting and well done)
Number 36
Measures 1-3: tenors accompanied by viola tremolos 
and clarinets.
4th  measure: entrance of solo bass. sforzandos by 
violins and violas.
5th  measure: tenors accompanied by clarinets and 
bassoons.
Measures 6 and 7: entrance on 3rd beat of strings and 
horns.
7th  measure: entrance of basses, pizzicato strings.
Number 37
Measures 1-3: solo bass accompanied by oboes and 
bassoons. (SH uses better instrument combination)
2nd  measure: entrance of strings (arco).
3rd  measure: entrance of tenors and horn.
Measures 4-5: solo bass, oboes, bassoons, horns and 
strings.
Number 37
Measures 1-3: solo bass accompanied by clarinets and 
bassoons.
2nd  measure: entrance of Pizz. Strings and horn.
3rd  measure: entrance of tenors.
Measures 4-5: solo bass, clarinets, bassoons, horns and 
strings.
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6th  measure: tenors and basses accompanied by oboes, 
bassoons, horn, timpani, and low strings. (Both 
orchestrations are interesting.)
6th  measure: tenors and basses accompanied by 
clarinets, bassoons, horn, timpani and strings.
Number 38
Measures 1-2: basses, doubled melody by oboes, 
english horn, bassoons, timpani roll, pedal by cellos 
and double basses.
Measures 3-4: entrance on tenors with same 
accompaniment.
Measures 5-6: entrance of basses, same 
accompaniment.
(SH uses combination of oboes, eng. horn and 
bassoons which is better matching instruments.)
Number 38
Measures 1-2: basses, doubled melody by strings, 
bassoons, horns, trombone. Timpani on last beat in 2nd 
measure.
Measures 3-4: entrance on tenors with same 
accompaniment.
Measures 5-6: basses, 2 horns and 3 trombones.
Number 39
Measures 1-2: phrases of tenors and basses 
accompanied by oboes, english horn, bassoons.
2 trumpets, timpani and solo base entering in 2nd  
measure.
Measures 3-4: phrases of tenors and basses 
Number 39
Measures 1-2: phrases of tenors and basses 
accompanied by pedals of horns and trombones. 
Strings and solo base entering in 2nd  measure.
Measures 3-4: phrases of tenors, and basses 
accompanied by pedals of horns and trombones.
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accompanied by oboes, english horn, bassoons.
5th  measure: strings, timpani, and solo bass.
Measures 6-7: solo bass, bassoons, and strings.
(In this number, I found both SH's and MS's 
orchestrations are interesting and well done.)
5th  measure: strings and 2 horns and solo bass.
6th  measure: solo bass, clarinets, and bassoons, strings.
7th  measure: sforzando. Woodwinds and Strings.
Number 40
Measures 1-2: rhythmical pattern by strings, pedal 
trombones, trumpets and timpani.
Measures 3-4: solo bass
Measures 5-6: strings, trumpets, trombones and solo 
bass.
7th  measure: trumpets, trombones and timpani roll 
crescendo, solo bass continues.
Measures 8-9: solo bass, fortissimo tremolo by violins, 
violas and cellos with following diminuendo.
(SH has better orchestrated dynamic contrasts and 
crescendo)
Number 40
Measures 1-2: rhythmical pattern by strings, pedal in 
octaves by trombones.
Measures 3-4: solo bass
Measures 5-6: Strings and trombones and solo bass.
7th  measure: clarinets, bassoons and horns on 
crescendo, solo bass continues.
Measures 8-9: solo bass, tremolo by violins with 
sforzando with following diminuendo.
Number 41
1st  measure: violins tremolo.
Measures 2-3: violins and violas tremolo, bass clarinet 
solo
Measure 4-5: entrance of basses, accompanied by 
Number 41
1st  measure: violins tremolo.
Measures 2-3: violins and violas tremolo, clarinet solo
Measure 4-5: entrance of basses, accompanied by 
clarinet and tremolos by violins and violas.
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clarinet and tremolos by violins and violas.
Measures 6-9: phrases by altos and sopranos 
accompanied string tremolos while bassoon plays the 
opening theme.
10th  measure: altos and basses, tremolo by violas and 
cellos.
(SH has more contrasts in orchestration, string 
tremolos suites the character of music better.)
Measures 6-9: phrases by altos and sopranos 
accompanied by strings, violas play opening theme.
Horn pedal.
10th  measure: altos and basses, tremolo by violas.
Number 42
Measures 1-2: tremolo by II violins and violas, bass 
clarinet plays opening theme.
Measures 3-4: entrance of tenors, tremolo by II violins 
and violas, bass clarinet.
Measures 5-6: tremolo by second violins and violas, 
violins stop at 7th measure. bass clarinet and timpani 
roll on pianissimo.Measures 7-10: clarinets and bass 
clarinet, viola tremolo and timpani roll on morendo.
Measures 1-13: viola tremolo, timpani roll and cello 
pedal.(SH has better orchestrated diminuendo with 
alarming feeling of timpani roll, which suites the 
character of the music better.)
End of first scene of Prologue.
Number 42
Measures 1-2: tremolo by violas, 2 bassoons.
Measures 3-4: entrance of tenors. Viola tremolos, 
bassoons, double bass plays opening theme.
Measures 5-6: violas and double basses.
Measures 7-8: clarinet and double basses.
Measures 9-10: clarinet, violas and double basses.
Measures 11-12: double basses on pianissimo.
13th  measure: double basses pizzicato.
End of first scene of Prologue.
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This comparative analysis demonstrates how different orchestrations of the same music can give dramatically 
contrasting results. Shostakovich achieves highly dramatic culminations by strategically adding instruments, by 
including percussion, and by using very specific bowing indications.  
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        Chapter II 
Presentation of my own compositions
“YOUTH” OVERTURE Op.50
“Youth” Overture was written in Montreal in June of 2016. It was commissioned by and dedicated 
to Jean-Philippe Tremblay and the Orchestre de la Francophonie on the occasion of their 15th 
anniversary. I was a member of this orchestra during the very first year, so I wanted to create 
something special for this event - the overture, very energetic, turbulent but at the same time with a 
nostalgic touch. I took my inspiration from great Russian overtures such as Borodin's “Prince Igor” 
and Glinka's “Russlan and Ludmila”. While composing this music, I also decided to dedicate this 
overture to the youth of our planet, ambitious and fearless in making our home a better place.
    Youth is the most magical period in our lives. It's a time of the most important experiences which 
will have an impact on our entire existence. It's a time to choose a profession, it's a time for first 
kisses; it's the first time in our lives when we make decisions as “grown-ups” ... and for some, it's a 
time to choose a path to make our world a better place, a place without war, a place where we can 
take care of our home instead of slowly destroying it... Imagine, just imagine, that this wild and 
beautiful ocean is simply your life, and you are a sailboat crossing it. You are facing strong winds 
and brutal waves, and sometimes you are failing, but standing up again and again in order to 
conquer the ocean and victoriously achieve your dreams.
The orchestration of the overture is influenced by the great Russian composers: Pyotr Tchaikovsky, 
Sergei Rachmaninov, and Dmitri Shostakovich. I have always been fascinated by the orchestration 
skills of these composers. I noticed and used the idea of Tchaikovsky, who often uses in 
culminations brass harmonic pedals with little rests between them. It gives more clarity to the 
melody and harmonic change. I like a lot the when Rachmaninov uses the entire string section to 
play the melody in unison accompanied by winds and brass, so I decided to use a similar 
orchestration for the appearance of the second theme. Shostakovich's opening fanfare in his Festive 
Overture was a source of inspiration for orchestration for the opening and middle fanfares of my 
overture.    
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THE MUSICAL FORM AND CHARACTER
1.
       I. INTRODUCTION
The overture begins with a fanfare, inspired by the opening of the Festival Overture by Dmitri 
Shostakovich. I really like the grand openings of the Soviet era. In the opening of the overture I 
wanted to have a feeling of excitement, of something huge and spectacular. In the Adagio 
Magnifico, the bassoons and the cellos with the double bass in unison give their first accented lower 
G, while the timpani and the snare drum prepare the listener for the opening call of the trumpets and 
trombones. This could be considered as the leitmotif of the “Youth”, which will eventually 
transform into the principal theme of the piece.
The theme is followed by the horns and the woodwinds in tutti (Allegro Maestoso), which are 
supported by the introductory glissando of the harp and full string ensemble. The violas and cellos 
are giving the feeling of the heartbeat, the pulse of the theme, playing their quick eighths and 
sixteenths. They give the feeling of passing time in synchronization with the chiming of the 
glockenspiel.
The main melody is given to the horns. The unison of 4 horns always gives the effect of something 
very powerful. I admire a lot this effect in music by Mahler, Tchaikovsky and Shostakovich, so I 
decided to use it in the opening fanfare to make a statement that something majestic is about to be 
discovered.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 3-8, main melody, introduction:  
In order to add more intensity and excitement, the second fanfare rises up to A-flat Major through 
the harp’s glissando and the flutes, oboes, and clarinets’ chromatic passage, and all the violins 
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giving the passage of the next tonal tri-chord. The whole orchestra is involved in the fortissimo of 
the second fanfare at Allegro Maestoso (measure 11). Through several chromatic woodwind 
passages the orchestra comes to the final, punctured rhythmic calls of the fanfare, now bringing us 
to C-major.
II. EXPOSITION
At rehearsal number 2, the orchestra is calming down with a new tempo, Allegro Vivace. Since the 
clarinet is my own instrument, and it’s one of my favourite colors in the orchestra out of all 
woodwinds, I decided to give the main role to the clarinet. The clarinet plays an energetic melody - 
the main theme of the overture - starting with the fanfare rising through the C-Major’s tri-chord 
followed by a virtuoso passage.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 37-43, main theme:
The flute echoes the ending of the clarinet’s theme and then, in order to add new colours in the 
orchestration, joins him at the second go. The “virtuoso” passage is played by the quartet of flutes 
and clarinets giving a harmony of intervals of sixths, and followed by a chromatic passage rising 
from the two oboes. All of this musical expression is supported by the strings in an accompaniment 
role.
In number 3, the rhythmic group of the clarinet’s theme is echoed throughout the whole orchestra, 
every instrument playing a tiny excerpt of it. The first violins start the theme, but it is not the whole 
melody-just the dotted parts of it are spreading throughout the orchestra like sparks from a fire.
The snare drum comes in at measure 59 with a tremolo crescendo, leading to the drumbeat of a 
marching army in measure 61, where the first and second violins play the main theme. They are 
joined by the triangle’s whole notes played  every second measure afterwards. Here, in culmination, 
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I wanted to have the main theme in a contrasting colour: the theme played by violins only, 
accompanied by a bass line, percussion, clarinets and French horns. This orchestration technique 
was inspired by the Festival Overture by Shostakovich.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 61-64:
At number 4, the oboe is playing a connecting theme in A-Major. I wanted it to sound like a little 
march, which later I could develop into something much bigger and more spectacular.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 69-72, connection theme:
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The two oboes and then, in order to add more colours to the orchestral palette, the flutes and 
clarinets join in repeating the theme. The cellos and trumpets finish the theme by repeating it three 
times and slightly transform it the fourth time to a melody reminiscent of an army march. The 
glockenspiel is playing the same two quarter notes and a half note in the marching theme (in 
measures 70 and 72), adding a touch of magic and slightly retelling Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker battle 
scene of the mice and the nutcracker.  
In number 5, there is a certain bridge as well. While I was writing this overture, I had in mind the 
character of youth, so I definitely wanted to add a bit of quirkiness, humor and feistiness to the 
music. In order to do so, in measure 88, the trumpet con sordino is playing a slightly arrogant and 
humorous motif as the call to the battle, with its last eighth note offbeat accentuated by the brass 
and lower strings’ chord.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 88-89:
In measure 87, the whip (a percussion instrument) adds a powerful strike on the first beat. A whip 
(or slapstick) is a clapper consisting of two wooden boards joined by a hinge at one end. When the 
boards are brought together rapidly, the sound is reminiscent of the crack of a whip. I like its 
surprisingly striking sound. This is why I thought it would be an appropriate place to use it, in order 
to exaggerate the humorous character being built. In measures 91 and 95, the xylophone is playing 
together with the flutes and later the oboes join creating a rhythmical grouping of four eighths notes 
and a half note, which adds a touch of a fairytale feeling. In measure 90, the clarinets are creating an 
imitation of laughter (the intervals of thirds are used) and then the violins are “laughing”, as well, in 
measure 94 with the same motif. In number 6, the main theme comes back in the flutes, clarinets, 
violins and violas. The cellos, double bass and bassoons are keeping the beat, and the second violins 
are giving the lightest accompaniment support. Here, I wanted to have the contrast sound of a full 
size orchestra but without any brass and percussion.
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In measure 103, the brass section of the orchestra comes in with swift eighths and then gives a 
supportive accompaniment in the style of a quick march.
The secondary theme is at rehearsal number 7. It is a long-winded melody in G-Major played in 
unison by all the strings, supported by the horn section, flutes and oboes in an ostinato rhythm with 
arpeggios played by the clarinets. This is a typical Slavic influenced melody. I use this type of 
melancholic melody in several compositions. Its orchestration is inspired by the last movement of 
Sergei Rachmaninoff‘s Symphony No.2. This orchestration technique helps to create a feeling of 
waves in an ocean, wild and magnificent.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 120-126, secondary theme:
At rehearsal number 8, measure 146, is the second time we hear the secondary theme in E-Major 
which is given to a solo horn and cellos. This is my favourite combination. The first time I heard it 
was in Borodin's Prince Igor Overture. While the harp is making the waves of the ocean calmly go 
back and forth, the oboes and the clarinets are reminding us of the fanfare in a more tranquil 
fashion. I really like this theme, so I decided to repeat it, but in a different tonality and 
orchestration. Finally at measure 166, out of the calmness, the snare drum comes in to play with the 
whole orchestra giving a drum roll on a crescendo from pianissimo to a big forte in number 9.
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III. DEVELOPMENT
At rehearsal number 9, measure 170, is the beginning of a seemingly new theme. The horns are 
playing the calls reminding the audience of the introduction’s fanfare. The fanfare is sounding 
calmer, since it is doubled in the lengths of its notes. The strings are playing very quick staccato 
triplets in eighths, while the woodwinds, the cellos and the double basses are holding the pads of 
chords. I felt that in the form's structure, it would be good to bring the feeling of a fanfare 
throughout the entire work to highlight the main theme, development and recapitulation. Also, in a 
way, to remind the listener that something new and exciting is coming.
The mood of the music is changing into uncertainty. In rehearsal number 10, the glockenspiel comes 
into play, having a reminder of the main theme (its first measure) a couple of times (in measures 
187 and 191), underscoring the flutes and the second violins. In measure 189, the harp is giving a 
fortissimo glissando beginning at the diminished seventh chord of the “B” from the lower octave 
towards the “A” of the third octave. In measure 194, the wind machine comes in for the first time. I 
absolutely wanted to have this effect, since it one of the best instruments to represent stormy 
weather. It depicts the blowing of wind over the ocean waves, adding an almost visual effect of the 
storm to the music.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 194-200, wind machine:
In number 11, the two groups of violins are having a dialogue, playing arpeggios of g-minor in  the 
manner of Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sadko, where the imagery is of the calm ocean waves rising and 
falling. The xylophone and two bassoons are stepping up in a short arpeggio of the seventh chord 
which ends with an accented B Major chord played together by the woodwinds and violas.
In measures 209-211, the special orchestration effect takes its inspiration from Symphony No.4 by 
Dmitri Shostakovich (one of my most favourite symphonies). I found this orchestration technique 
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gives the listener an effect of mystery, of feeling that something enigmatic is about to happen. I felt 
this technique would be great for the development.
The percussion instruments and the harp are given the main roles here, while the woodwinds are 
playing a long fortissimo interval of a second, and the strings are supporting the beat with their 
quick sixteenths and eighths in the rhythm of a galloping horse. The cellos are playing eighth note 
pizzicatos on each beat, coming up in a crescendo and handing it to the violas which diminuendo, 
though rising even higher up in pitch. The horns, con sordini, are keeping the main harmony chord 
which starts on the second beat, and produce a wave of sound that rises to fortissimo and falls back 
to piano. The harp is also evoking a huge wave of sound with its glissandos up and down. Here, a 
triangle and the cymbals are used in full force, followed by a long but quiet note of the trombones, 
tuba and tam-tam.
In number 12, Scherzoso, the solo clarinet is playing the modified connection theme joined by the 
second clarinet in thirds. An echo is produced by the oboe in a fugue manner supported by the 
bassoon, all this under the ostinato rhythm of eighth notes which is played by the flutes. Each 
instrument comes in by itself and then shortly is joined by its double.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 227-230, connection theme:
I wanted to give this theme an exciting march-like character so I could eventually develop it into 
something huge and spectacular;  something like a great parade. I remember, when I was young, I 
liked to participate in the grand parades of the Soviet Russia era. It was always such an incredible 
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feeling. Balloons, flowers, loud march music;  everyone was so happy and excited. I guess this is 
exactly the feeling I wanted to create.  
I used percussion instruments here as this is reminiscing of the grand parades where the army would 
come marching in on Red Square from far away. It is a quiet, yet determined scene. The tambourine 
is keeping the ostinato rhythm of a long tremolo with an accentuated stop, then three beats and a 
rest, during which the snare drum gives its tremolo off-beat and a short strike on the first beat of the 
next measure.
This marching of the percussion continues to rehearsal number 13, and has its climax there with the 
tambourine and the snare drum beating in unison, then followed by the bass drum’s wave of 
tremolo, then two measures of the bass drum’s crescendo tremolo leading to the fortissimo of the 
cymbals in measure 268 (number 14). 
In measure 231, the double bass is playing pizzicato like steps, while all the activity is going on in 
the woodwinds. The oboe is playing the connection theme now. The strings, the brass and the 
percussion instruments are quiet.
In measures 235-267, the orchestration is inspired by third movement of Pyotr Tchaikovsky’s 
Symphony No.6. The horn, in measure 235, quietly comes in with the same connecting theme, and 
the trombones and the percussion (tambourine and snare drum) keep the war-like calls with the 
dotted rhythm. The trumpets echo with their marching call at the ends of each second measure.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 235-241, connection theme:
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Here I wanted to introduce the contrasting sound of the brass section, which would highlight the 
military character even more. The violins are given the stepping rhythm on every beat, like walking 
briskly toward the battle field.
In rehearsal number 13, the clarinet, with added trumpets and trombones, is playing the connection 
theme, while the flutes, second violins and the violas are following it with scales up and down in a 
quick rise and fall fashion. I also added trills in the first violins and half notes for the glockenspiel, 
which instantly transformed a serious march into something magical.
Rehearsal number 14 is the image of a storm in the ocean, where the waves are furiously coming 
and going with their enormous power. For centuries composers have evoked the picture of violent 
nature in their music. Vivaldi, Verdi, Wagner, Beethoven, Rimsky-Korsakov, Strauss and many 
other great composers created magnificent storm scenes.  So, for me, it was a very challenging task, 
but I planned for this from the very beginning. It was to be the pinnacle point of the piece – a storm 
in the ocean. I used the arpeggios of the clarinets, and the duet of the flutes (doubled with the 
violas) playing the quick eighth notes like a ticking clock. The oboes are intertwining their triplets, 
giving the music its uncertainty.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 268-271, storm episode:
I also used chromatic passages of dueling strings. As a whole, the orchestra is given the full use of 
the entire arsenal of different lengths of quick noted passages, in a poly-rhythmic way tiered over 
each other.
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A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 268-271, storm episode:
Overlaying the scene of the storm, the horns and the trumpets are playing the fanfare theme, which 
is twice slower, to give the feeling of noble strength to the character of the overture.
In measures 273 and 281, the wind machine and the harp are coming in together, giving the image 
of the two biggest waves.
At rehearsal number 15, the main theme fortissimo is played by the flutes, violins and violas. It is 
modified in such a way that there is no steady major key. The melody is jumping from the lowered 
sixth step rather than the fifth in the scale, then accentuating the second step rather than the third, 
and comes to the tonic in the end through touching the minor third step. The tambourine is playing a 
tremolo in measures 289-290 and 293-294, a wave from piano to forte back to piano. The 
glockenspiel is gonging whole notes at measures 287 and 291.
IV. RECAPITULATION
At rehearsal number 16, we have the beginning of the recapitulation. The trumpet “senza sordino” 
plays  the main theme solo.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 300-301, recapitulation:
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The clarinet finishes the melody with the “virtuoso” passage, reminding us of the clarinet’s main 
role in the theme from the beginning. Twice, the trumpet is given the solo part, and then the 
clarinets take over in measure 308, with added flutes and trumpets. Just like in the exposition, the 
“virtuoso” passage is given to the flute and clarinet sections in  intervals of sixths. In measure 324, 
the violins are given the main theme.
In number 18, the march from rehearsal number 4 comes back in A Major. In measure 336, the harp 
is playing the cascading arpeggios starting in D Major.
In number 19, the humorous theme is back, but this time I decided to orchestrate it differently. The 
theme is now played by violins, accompanied by pizzicatos of violas and second violins, while 
flutes and oboes play the chromatic motif downward. The imagery of sarcastic laughter is depicted 
by the duets of flutes, oboes and clarinets. They are playing   intervals of thirds which swiftly 
bounce in staccato up and down.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 251-354:
In number 20, the main theme in G Major is played by the violins, then by duets of flutes and 
clarinets with violins and cellos. In measure 367, the trombones, the cellos and the double basses 
are supporting the main theme with a humorous march which continues until measure 379.
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In number 21, we hear the secondary theme played fortissimo in G Major by all the strings in 
unison, while the clarinet is doing an accompaniment in a wave–like style, using its wide range. 
Still, in the background, the flutes, oboes and horns are playing the marching rhythm which keeps 
the parade scene in mind.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 383-390, number 21:
In number 22, the secondary theme, given to the strings and the trumpets, is now in C Major, which 
is the subdominant of the G Major of the whole overture. I wanted to repeat this theme one more 
time, again differently orchestrated, but this time in a more powerful way. It is foreshadowing the 
coming finale. The two horns in unison and the flutes are playing the intertwining melody of the 
secondary theme, adding a sense of excitement and giving the secondary theme its beautiful 
counterpoint. The harp and the clarinet in unison play the wave-like arpeggios of the changing 
chords, and the listener can imagine a sailboat freely sailing over the wide and calm ocean again.
In measures 407-422, the brass and oboes are keeping the triplet and quarter rhythm of the past 
struggle, intertwining the marching call with the song-like secondary theme. In measure 423, the 
brass is no longer playing, the whole plethora of the orchestra is transitioned to the flutes with the 
strings in a lullaby-like tranquil motion, with the added arpeggios of the clarinet and the harp which 
give the music a sense of  waves splashing here and there;  the storm is no longer raging.
In number 23, just before the coda, I wanted to create a mysterious atmosphere to prepare the 
listener for the last wave. The quiet roll by the snare drum is used to grab the listener's attention. 
The whole orchestra (except the brass and the harp) are holding a C Major chord. The whole section 
is at a piano volume, even going down to a pianissimo at the end. In measure 439, the horns are 
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playing the fanfare theme, in doubled lengths of notes, giving a feeling of importance and calmed 
down emotion.
A.Ichmouratov “Youth” Overture, measures 439-447:
The trumpets, then the oboes followed by the bassoons, play excerpts of the fanfare theme as well. 
The snare drum and the timpani are keeping a steady but quiet beat in every measure. The strings 
are all playing in C Major, having a quiet tremolo in the second violins and the violas.
       
V. CODA
Rehearsal number 24 is the beginning of the coda. In pianissimo, the strings are giving the marching 
rhythm, and through the “poco a poco” crescendo build to a big forte at measure 472. The bassoon, 
then the trumpets and oboes, then even the glockenspiel, are playing the first part of the main theme 
(its first measure or even its dotted rhythm). The same approach is being played by the strings and 
the bassoon in measure 463, and then the clarinet in measure 464, then finally by the strings with 
the flutes and the oboes in measure 465, and so on.  The instruments are taking turns in playing the 
first measure of the main theme up until measure 471, where the harp gives two glissandos, 
supported by the flutes and oboes in two chromatic passages leading to the forte in measure 472.
In measure 472, the bassoon, horns, violins and the violas are playing the main theme in unison for 
four measures in C Major, preparing the listener for rehearsal number 25. The clarinets are given the 
accompaniment, and the woodwinds are holding the C Major chord twice over the four measures.
Number 25 portrays a sailboat crossing the ocean, fighting the waves. I wanted to create here a 
scene of the wild and beautiful ocean and a sailboat that crosses it, which represent someone's life 
and the struggles and victories of living in this tumultuous world. To make the music more 
evocative,  I again used the wind machine combined with a flurry of passages by the woodwinds 
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depicting  turbulent wind on the ocean. This is the highest point of the overture, where the struggle 
comes to its apogee. The trumpets and the cellos play their marching rhythm giving the feeling of a 
real battle. The tubas and timpani stay strong on their heartbeat of the rhythm - a listener can 
imagine the human heart still beating steadily during this war between a sailboat and the ocean.
In measure 492, the whole orchestra brings us to the tutti fortissimo, where the main theme is 
played by the flutes, horns, violins and violas, supported by just the ostinato heartbeat of the 
timpani and the cellos and  basses.
In number 26 several passages of quick woodwinds and strings, through b-minor and then B Major 
passages, come to a climax of six measures of only the fanfare-like proclamation of the tonic.The 
horns, the bassoons and the double bass hold several long chords, and the clarinets, oboes and 
violas leave the padding of C Major chord.  The overture ends with a fortissimo sforzando  C Major 
chord played by everyone at once. This is the victory of a human passionate heart, the realization of 
human dreams which do come true in the end.
I would like to thank l'Orchestre de la Francophonie and its conductor Jean-Philippe Tremblay for 
this overture’s first performance. I was very pleased with the reactions of the listeners over the 
internet and to the five live performances. I hope that my composition, which was written with the 
youth of this world in mind, is reaching its goal - to encourage the young people of this generation 
to rise to their challenges, and make their great dreams come true despite any hardships or storms of 
life.
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  THE SECOND CONCERTO FOR VIOLA AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA Op.41
                                                                 “REINNSTEIG”  
          
                                                                       
My second concerto for viola and chamber orchestra was written in Montreal during January of 
2015.
The name for the concerto “Reinnsteig” is a tribute to the great composer Johann Sebastian Bach 
and to his birthplace Eisenach.  While traveling in Germany, I once saw an ancient path in the 
Thuringian forest called “Reinnsteig”. Gazing at the beautiful serene scenes, I pictured in my mind 
the young boy Johann running in the green pastures and luscious forests, with his little head full of 
traditional German melodies, aside the peaceful presence of the herds in the fields. I could almost 
hear the barking of sheepdogs, the sound of cowbells, melodies of the herder’s whistles, the church 
bells ringing afar for the daily mass, and the hustle and bustle of the nearby little town, called 
Eisenach. 
This concerto was a commission from the violist Sasha  Mirkovic from Belgrade, Serbia. He was 
planning to release an album consisting pieces for viola from the baroque period, but he also wanted 
to have a modern composition, written with baroque influence. It was a great challenge for me since 
I had never had that kind commission, so I agreed with a lot of enthusiasm. Sasha  Mirkovic 
 premiered my Concerto for Viola № 2 with his ensemble Metamorphosis in Belgrade in February 
2015. In June 2016, Elvira Misbakhova gave the North American premiere with the Montreal based 
chamber orchestra “Nouvelle Generation”. The concerto is dedicated to Sasha Mirkovic.
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FORM AND STRUCTURE.
 The musical form of this concerto is that of a classical three-part composition. It is influenced by 
the great baroque period, and by the music of Johann Sebastian Bach, George Handel and Antonio 
Vivaldi. The orchestra consists of a string group (first and second violins, violas and cellos and a 
bass) and a harpsichord.  The simple, but eloquent sound of the baroque era is achieved by this 
small ensemble, in which the role of a queen is given to the viola solo.  On one hand, the music of 
this concerto is moving us back to the baroque era, when music was complex, highly tonal 
(meaning, each piece had a clear key, and there were clear common patterns of chords)  and it was 
usual to perform in an energetic and emotionally charged style. On the other hand, its has a 
romantic and even modern touch, and shows us a wide range of emotions;  the music is explicitly 
story-driven, has more complex harmonies and there are surprising modern glissando effects present 
in the viola cadenza.
         THE FIRST MOVEMENT.
                            Allegro Moderato.
The first movement is written in g-minor. It is in the classic concerto form where the orchestra and 
the soloist are having a dialogue.
Tutti exposition: the first theme is played by the orchestra, and then it is taken by the solo viola.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, I mvt, measures 1-4, main theme:
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This was my first experience composing music influenced by the baroque period. I wanted to create 
a simple but attractive melody which would be accompanied by a basso continuo. The first set of 
sixteenth notes introduce the minor scale, the syncopated rhythm, and the energized tempo of the 
whole movement. 
Solo exposition: at rehearsal number 1, the viola solo is playing the main theme in g-minor.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, I mvt, measures 18- 22, main theme, viola solo:
Keeping the lead, the viola goes through many virtuoso trilled passages in which sixteenth notes are 
a must. Since it is a viola concerto, I obviously tried to make the solo viola part considerably 
virtuostic. Before the stop, we hear again the Vivaldian rhythm of two sixteenth notes alternating 
with an eighth, which is syncopated, making us listen to the change in the harmony of the orchestra, 
though the melody is inviting us to wait for more.
In number 2, E-flat Major is the beginning key of the two phrases. The harmonies change one after 
another. The violas in the orchestra are given a chance to duet with the solo viola. Here I decided to 
use the double bass pizzicato,  I felt it would bring a new fresh colour. 
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, I mvt, measures 27- 30.
In number 3, the main theme in g-minor comes back in the violins, while the viola solo is quiet.
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Then, in measure 42, the orchestral violas and the harpsichord take the lead playing the main theme. 
In measure 47, the second violins also play the main theme. And, finally, in measure 49, the viola 
solo comes back and finishes the melody. Here, I wanted to have the effect of dialogue between 
orchestra and soloist.  In number 4, the strings are playing a fughetta. I always felt that fugue plays 
one of the most important roles in baroque music, so I decided to introduce a fughetta in this 
concerto.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, I mvt, measures 54-59, fughetta:
The violas come in first in g-minor, then two measures later, the second violins come in d-minor, 
and then the first violins follow again in g-minor.
In measure 61, the cellos add their voices in d-minor, and the double bass finishes the little melody 
in g-minor. The second violins have the fughetta motif for the second time in measure 65 in d-
minor. Then, in the last three measures of the fughetta, the lead is given to the first violins, violas, 
and the harpsichord together in g-minor. The melody of the fughetta starts with two half notes, a 
dotted quarter that is followed by the two sixteenths notes and then a dotted quarter note with an 
eighth. Afterwards, the voices go through a series of rhythmic groups of two sixteenths and one 
eighth, and so forth. The harpsichord is given an ostinato of one note G throughout the whole period 
of sixteen measures. It prepares the listener for the return of the main theme in the recapitulation.
In number 5, the viola solo is playing the main theme in c-minor. The violins are quiet for the first 
four measures, then play a quick scale up before being silent again. In measure 77, they take part in 
a virtuoso accompaniment. In measure 74 the harpsichord comes in doubling the lead viola, playing 
in unison the main theme, though adding accompaniment and the basso ostinato. 
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In number 6, the second violins, violas and the harpsichord take the lead in the main melody, while 
the solo viola plays the accompanying part just for two measures. The viola takes back the leading 
part in measure 82. In measure 84, the orchestral violas play the same theme as the solo viola, but 
one beat later;  a quasi-canon.
       THE SECOND MOVEMENT.
             Grave maestosamente e lugubremente.
The musical form of the second movement is that of a song. It has a main theme that is played by 
the solo viola. The orchestra here is used as an instrument that accompanies the soloist.
In the past year there were several sad emotional moments in my life, such as the tragic and sudden 
death of my mother, so these events definitely had an enormous impact on this movement. Using a 
melancholic and slow three-beat motion, I wanted to give the listener a feeling of a ballad sung by a 
German Meistersinger of the middle ages. In the beginning, the simple a-minor key and lullaby 
inspired accompaniment of the violins and violas over the strong and heavy steps of the cellos and 
basses make the music sound pensive and tranquil. The steady and constant chiming of the 
harpsichord gives a sense of time passing but beautiful in every moment.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, II mvt, measures 1-8:
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In the first 13 measures, the orchestra is playing a pensive, tranquil melody – I call it an 
introduction theme. The cellos and the basses together with the harpsichord are rising in the steps of 
the C Major seventh chord, while the other strings are keeping the swaying rhythm of a lullaby-like 
accompaniment. It is to remind the listener of the quiet strumming of a guitar or even a baroque 
lute. The first phrase is introduced at a piano dynamic, but the second phrase is forte, and the violins 
(with added cellos and the harpsichord) are playing a quite embellished melody, the rhythm of 
which changes from the three-beat measure to four-beat and even five-beat measures.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, II mvt, measures 9-13, introduction  theme:
In number 1, the viola solo plays its main theme with three-beat and four-beat measures following 
each other in the first four measures. The second violins are playing a dialogue with the viola, 
starting in measure 17. The other strings and the harpsichord are keeping time with their changing 
harmonies and steady rhythm.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, II mvt, measures 14-19, main theme, solo viola:
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In measure 23, I decided to give a theme to a solo cello in the orchestra, to have a duet with the solo 
viola.
At rehearsal number 2, I wanted to create a special dolce sound, in order to obtain lightness. I 
decided to remove the double bass and to keep it resting until number 3, to make a bigger contrast 
in the reprise. So, here the violins are playing their own theme, while the viola gives its dolce 
embellished melody. In measure 33, the second violins repeat the solo viola's melody one beat later 
in the measure. The other strings, with the harpsichord, keep the accompaniment steady with the 
ostinato rhythm.
In number 3, the first three measures of the introduction theme are repeated just like in the 
beginning, though the key is raised to d-minor. The solo viola is playing a harmony to the bass notes 
in measures 42 and 46, which becomes a tiny bridge through an espressivo passage toward the high 
D in the measure 48.
In number 4, the last four measures of the number 1 come back in the same key (d-minor). The 
orchestra is hinting at the coming solo viola cadenza. In  measures 60-64, the orchestra and the 
harpsichord are in awe of the viola’s emotionally charged monologue, which takes place through the 
whole range of viola’s diapason. At pianississimo, the arpeggios of the harpsichord and the long 
chord-pads of the strings keep the first beat of each measure, though the viola is given a freedom to 
tell its story  ad libitum.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, II mvt, measures 60-64, cadenza, solo viola:
In number 5, I wanted the last ten measures of the second movement to feel like a last goodbye. The 
second violins and then the first violins remind us of the main theme with short motifs. The 
pianissimo of the solo viola is hovering over the d-minor and quasi-dominant chord of augmented 
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F Major, repeated twice in the accompaniment, which gives the listener a feeling of unquenched 
sorrow.
I think the music of the second movement could remind the listener of some kind interlude in a 
theater. Though short in length, it is charged with emotion. Grieving the loss of a great love, or a 
reminder of happy times which could never come back, or missing someone whom you love but 
will never see again - those are the feelings of this movement.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, II mvt, measures 65-74, ending:
The second movement ends in d-minor; though the second octave “e” played by the viola solo 
hangs over the orchestra like a question asked of  time and eternity, and never answered.
       THE THIRD MOVEMENT.
               Allegretto Grazioso.
I wanted the third movement to be very contrasting to both previous movements, and to be energetic 
and brilliant, so I decided to write  it in the form of a Rondo. It has a 6/8 pulse, taking its inspiration 
from an imagined light weighted dancing of German folk in the streets of a little town. For the first 
twenty measures the orchestra plays the main theme.
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A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, III mvt, measures 1-6:
Starting with an energetic passage going up from the dominant “e” chord in a seemingly major key 
to A Major, the theme (A) is in constant harmonic change, with big leaping intervals in the melody, 
followed by a downward passage and going up through quick legato passages to the trills. The 
second phrase in the theme (B) has a motif of two sixteenths and an eighth repeated twice, then 
through several eighths and a couple of downward scale passages, going to measure 12. Here, there 
is another motif (C), all sixteenths except the last trilled eighth note in the measure. The last, fourth 
motif (D), isa repeated group of an eighth notes with two sixteenths and a trilled eighth. In number 
1, the viola solo is playing the main theme, though without the rising passage in the beginning.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, III mvt, measures 21-28, main theme , solo viola:
In rehearsal number 2, the main theme is repeated by the solo viola, just for its first two measures. 
Then there is a development of the theme through several passages and harmonic changes. In 
number 3 the main theme comes back in a tutti treatment with the complete orchestra.
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In number 4 the third motif from the main theme (C) comes into play. The solo viola plays a 
variation on it, and the first violin solo has a dialogue with the solo viola, adding arpeggios in the 
second half of each measure. In measure 70, the solo second violin comes in with the fourth motif 
(D), repeated in a rising crescendo toward  measure 73.
A.Ichmouratov Viola Concerto № 2, III mvt, measures 66-74:
In number 5, the orchestra has the first two measures of the main theme in the same key as in the 
beginning. 
In number 6, the solo viola is playing a quasi-duet with the first violins. The strings are quiet. Only 
the harpsichord is interchanging an arpeggiated chord with a basso ostinato “a” over the length of 
15 measures. The double basses are holding their “a” at each strike of the basso ostinato of the 
harpsichord. Here, I decided to make a big ritardando with a fermata allowing the solo viola to play 
rubato, quasi-cadenza, just to make an even bigger contrast before the main theme appears for the 
last time. 
In number 7, we have a recapitulation of the main theme’s first full period twice. Then, we hear the 
second motif of the theme (B) in measure 119. In number 8 (the last 10 and a half measures), the 
music from rehearsal number 4 returns. The concerto ends with the same passage as it starts - the 
rising triplets from the dominant E to the tonic a-minor. It is a full circle; the beginning becomes the 
end.  
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Conclusion.
The composition is an art, which is, as I mentioned in the introduction, a combination of talent and 
craft. Certainly, it is possible to compose with a very basic knowledge of music theory, but it is the 
mastership of harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration that makes our music notable and most 
importantly, plays the key role in the development of our own composing language.
During the two years of my studies with professor Belkin, I started to learn several composition 
techniques which I was happy to integrate into my compositions.
I like to use simple chromatic passages in my music a lot, mostly to highlight crescendos, modulations 
or the appearance of a new theme. I took inspiration from Wagner’s operas, Richard Strauss's 
symphonic poems, and Prokofiev's symphonies. In order to develop my own composing technique, 
professor Belkin proposed that I create my “own” scales, which could be similar to chromatic and have 
the same or an even more powerful effect, but which would become unique if I changed the chromatic 
or rhythmical pattern slightly. This is a very simple but very valuable suggestion, which I like a lot and 
will integrate into my music.
A.Ichmouratov,  an example of personalized chromatic passage:
Another very interesting technique that I have been introduced to, is using several motifs as 
introduction material and then presenting them again, possibly several times, perhaps slightly different 
each time. By doing this, we make links through the entire piece, constantly reminding the listener 
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about previous motifs, which makes the entrance of new material even more contrasting and surprising. 
I liked this technique very much and used it in the third movement of my new symphony, which will be 
premiered in September 2017.
One of the weakest aspects of my composition technique was the bass line. I was always concentrating 
on the melody. The bass line was often the last thing I would add. I never really paid attention to the 
way that a bass line resolves; how it works in relation to melody or inside voices. Professor Belkin 
completely changed my mind about bass lines. Through refreshing some harmony basics I learned how 
to write bass lines in the much better way, in coherence with the melody and the rest of voices. I was 
very happy to learn this and I believe it improved my composition skills tremendously.
In my works, I like to present themes with strikingly differing characters. Very often images in my 
music change without any preparation, often as a surprise. I was mostly inspired by this technique by 
symphonies of Sergei Prokofiev, who uses surprising entrances of new material very often. Alan Belkin 
showed me a very different approach to gradual transitions, where you simply don’t notice how one 
theme transforms into another, how minor becomes major, how energetic scherzo transforms into 
melancholic melody without even feeling it. It was simply fascinating. Professor Belkin showed me 
numerous examples by different composers and I also saw this technique in his own symphonies. We 
did several exercises in order to develop these skills. I was very happy to discover gradual transitions 
and will definitely apply them in my music.
Orchestration plays one of the key roles in composition. During my composition lessons, I discovered 
several exciting techniques, which I believe will be very useful and helpful in the development of my 
orchestration skills. One of the interesting examples for me was orchestrated crescendos and 
diminuendos, something that I had never paid proper attention to. Simply adding more and more 
instruments in crescendos helps to naturally add volume to the sound of the orchestra and is much more 
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effective than just adding a crescendo sign. The same principle applies to diminuendos. During the 
comparative analysis of Mussorgsky's "Boris Godunov" to an orchestration by Shostakovich, I saw 
numerous examples of Shostakovich properly orchestrating crescendos and diminuendos. I was very 
excited to learn this technique. 
I have to admit I was very happy to take fugue classes. They were probably the most interesting and 
valuable lessons for me. I had been trying to use elements of the fugue in my compositions since the 
very beginning of my composing career, though I could only do it through intuition, or sometimes by 
looking into Mozart’s scores. I was very happy to learn the techniques of composing fugue, and I 
realized that it might take all my life to continue polishing these skills, one of the most complex and 
fascinating genres of music.
As a clarinetist and conductor I did had lots of chances to perform a great contemporary modern 
repertoire; music by Sofia Gubaidulina, Arnold Schoenberg, Gyorgy Ligeti, Edison Denisov and many 
others, but my true passion was always Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, Prokofiev, and Shostakovich. I can 
listen to their music over and over again, without becoming tired of it. Ever since my childhood, I have 
been surrounded by music of great Russian composers, so it is no surprise that my own music is 
influenced by the Russian composer school.  
The music of some great composers, who have very strong unique languages, we can recognize 
literally after hearing just a few first measures, for example, Richard Strauss, Johanne Brahms, Dmitry 
Shostakovich, Claude Debussy, George Gershwin, Sergei Prokofiev and many others. I was asking 
myself: what makes it so unique and recognizable? I believe that harmony sequences, melodies, and 
orchestration are what mostly makes music so personal, and I believe that the strongest aspect of my 
own composing language is my melodies. Most of the time they are slavic-influenced melodies. Many 
musicians and even major Montreal critiques have noted that the use of emotional melodies is my 
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strongest aspect, it is what makes my music notable. My harmony and orchestration language is 
considerably simple, but after taking composition classes with professor Belkin, I now have several 
great techniques in my arsenal, so I can start to develop my composition language and make it more 
recognizable and unique.
While making the comparative analysis of Mussorgsky's "Boris Godunov" orchestrations with that of 
Shostakovich, I discovered how Shostakovich skilfully orchestrated the opera, using more effective 
combinations of instruments, where brass, and especially percussion instruments play an important 
role. I noticed how he properly orchestrated crescendos/diminuendos and I learned a great deal about 
techniques which I can use in order to achieve more contrasting colors in orchestration.
I hope that this research could be useful material for young composers in enriching their orchestration 
skills and in planning dramaturgy for opera scoring.
This research was a great learning experience and will help me to improve my orchestration skills.
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